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A BUSY YEAR….

• Advocacy – investment and reform
• Regional Evidence Base

• Connectivity Studies
• Oxford to Cambridge connectivity 

– roads
• Regional bus study
• Active Travel strategy
• Mobility Hubs
• Planning for Net Zero
• EV Infraatructure tool
• Capacity and capability



TRANSPORT CONNECTIVITY – AN 
ECONOMIC STORY……

“Connectivity is the life blood of a 
strong economy”

Philippa Batting, 
Buckinghamshire Business First

“We need to give people the option of 
sustainable connectivity with their places of 
work. It’s a crucial element for future growth”

Mike Archer, Astra Zeneca

“The region is unrivalled when it comes to the clustering of 
world-leading companies and educational opportunities. 
To really capitalise on this momentum, we need to be 
better connected”

Justin Richardson, Bedfordshire Chamber of Commerce



Preserved environment
Over 35% of residents live in the 
network of small market towns 
and surrounding rural areas

Natural beauty
Around 10% of the Heartland 
is designated as Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty

TRANSPORT CONNECTIVITY – AN 
ECONOMIC STORY……AND

“If our part of the country is to reach its potential, 
then how we best connect our places, communities 
and businesses must remain at the heart of our 
investment decisions…Our challenge is to achieve 
this in a way that brings tangible benefits for our 
communities and can achieve a positive impact on 
our natural environment and crucially, is forward-
thinking…. 

Peter Horrocks CBE, Chair SEMLEP



A COMPLEX SYSTEM OF SOLUTIONS…



TRANSPORT 
STRATEGY Work towards net zero

Support the strategic road 
and rail network to 
function efficiently

Champion increased 
investment in local 
connectivity

Support the delivery of 
key public transport 
schemes

Promote investment in 
digital infrastructure



PLANNING FOR NET ZERO

Northamptonshire Hertfordshire

2022 2025 2030 2040

Bedford 3240 11,000- 12,000 36,000-48,000 98,000-110,000

Forecast EV Uptake to 2040 (based on EEH EV tool)



SUPPORTING DELIVERY OF KEY 
PUBLIC TRANSPORT SCHEMES



CHAMPIONING INCREASED INVESTMENT 
IN LOCAL CONNECTIVITY 



SUPPORTING STRATEGIC 
CONNECTIVITY BY ROAD AND RAIL



DIGITAL CONNECTIVITY



THE COMPLEX SYSTEM OF SOLUTIONS 
– THE REGION’S VIEW?

Clarity – so decisions can be made based on a realistic and agreed understanding of what 
infrastructure funding is available to the region

Flexibility – removing modal specific pots. Allowing us to plan the right scheme for the 
right locations – regardless of mode

Focus on EV infrastructure – the scale of change and pace needed means we need to shift 
our focus

Public transport first – ensuring investment is made as soon as possible in those 
schemes that are the core of a transformed public transport system

Innovation – Allowing greater opportunities for new mobility and innovation to come 
forward, and more quickly. They are an important part of the solution

Supporting local authorities to set the ambition and have the right level of resources and 
control to ensure its delivery


